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Abstract 

As the methods of五ndingthe approximate solutions of non-linear equation 
f(x) = 0， the Newton and the secant methods are well known and are recently 
recognized again because they are fairly applicable to computer calculation. 

In these iterative proceduresヲthecurve y = f (x) is approximated by the straight 
lines and hence the recurrence formulas are relatively simple and the successive 
calculations are not so di盟cult.

B民 ingeneral， the convergence of approximate sequence {xn} is not necessarily 
assured. Indeed， in many cases， the sequence {xn} does not approach to a true 
solution. 

For giving the回 surranceof the convergence of { Xn} we must determine the 
suitable extent of starting point Xo. 

The typical prouf of the convergence of {xn} is done with the help of the so-

called principle of contraction mapping under the additional condition that f (x) is 
in the class C2 

The purpose of this paper is to prove the convergence of {xn} when f(x) is in 
c1 but not necessarily in C2. 

And furtherヲtheauthor should like to remark that his method does not ask the 
help of the principle of contraction mapping and that his new proof is applicable 

to the case of the more complicated secant method whose approxim剖esequence lS 

deterrnined by recursion formula of three poins. 

1. N ewton method and known result 

In the classical Newton method， the approximate solutions are obtained by replacing 
the curve y = f(x) with the tangent lines and the recurrence relation is of the form 

(犬)
z f(zn) 
n+1 = Xn一一一一一一

f'(xn) 
n = 0， 1， 2， 

The above approximate sequence {Xn} does not necessarily co町 ergeto a true solution 

For the convergence of {Xn}ヲ weneed some conditions on the smoothness of f (x) and 
suitable choise of the starting point Xo・
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The following theorem is well known. 

Theorem A. Let I be αclosed intervαl contαzmηg the solutionαof equαtionf(x) = 0 

in its interior. Suppose that f(x) is in C2(I)αnd that 1'(x) =1=-0 on I. Theηthere exists 
αs叫intervalI' c I such that the α，pproximate sequeηc {Xn} defined by (犬)coηverges to 
αforαηY stαrting point Xo E I'. And furtherJ there existsαcoηstαnt 0 satisfying 

IXn+1一 α|三Clxn一 α12 う

forαηyη とO.

Remark. When we investigate the above theorem A and its proof， we notice at once 
the following point at issue: 

The most popular proof is done by using the principle of contraction mapping. 80 

we附 dto d蜘 enc附抑)=x-掛 forfinding a同副tzconst削 Lsatisfying 

Ig'(x) 1 三L< 1 and therefore we must suppose that f(x) is in the class C2 . But this 
additional condition is unnatural because f吋x)does't appear in the recursion function 

g(x) . 

In the following sections， we shall discuss the problems concerning the point above 
mentioned. 

2. Convergence of approximate sequence for the function f (x) in C1 

First we have the following new 

Theore臨 1.Let αbe αtrue solution of f (x) = 0 and I be αclosed interval containiηg 
αin its interior. Suppose tl川 f(x)is iη 01(I)αnd that 1'(x)チoon I 

Then there existsαsubintervα1 I of I such that theαpproximate sequeηce obtαined by 
the Newton method converges toαfor αηY stαrting point Xo in I . 

Proof. By the mean value theore瓜 thereexists a point E， in (α，xo) or in (xo，α) 
such that 

f(xo) ー ιf(xo)-f(α) 
x，一円=Xn一α 一一一一一一一=官。 -u-

1 L<一山u ~ f'(xo) 吋日 f'(xo) 

Therefore we have 

l' (E，) /.. _ ¥ f'(xo) -1'(ご)
二 Xo一α一一一一(xo-α)= (zo一α). f'(xo) ，~U~， f'(xo) 

f'(xo) -1'(ご)
IX1一 α|=|||zo一 α1，

f'(xo) 

we remark here that 1'(x)手oon I and that f(α) = 0 
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Put o = minxEI 11'(x)1 > 0 . 
By our assumption that f(x)εc1 ， l' (x) is uniformly continuous on I 

Then there exists， for Vk E (0う1)， a number d > 0 satisfying 

11'(Y1) -1'(め)1 < kd， 'i/Yi E [α -d，α+d] 

The interval I二 [α -d，α+ d] is just the suitable extent of the starting point 
Choosing αsu自cientlysmallぅwemay suppose that I is contained in I . 

If Xo is in I ， we have 

f'(xo) ~ 1'(と)I 1.. . I _ ko 
IXl -α|=lfU1|lzo-α1 < .~~ Ixo -α|三ko< d 

and hence X1 is in I圃

Repeating this procedure， we can prove that {Xn}二1E I and further we obtain 

IXn一 α1< knd. 

The number k satisfying 0 < k < 1 ， we have 
limn→ooXn =α 巳

This complete the proof. 

Remark. (1) In our proof we need not the help of the principle of contraction 
mapping and so we can omit to differenciate the recurrence function g(x) . thereforeう m

the above new theorem， we don冗supposethat f(x) is in C2(I) . It su伍cesto notice that 
l' (x) is uniformly continuous on 1 . 

(2) We can not also determine explicitely the suitable subinterval I of 1 similarly in 
the classical proof depend on the principle of contraction mapping. 

(3) The order of convergence of approximate sequence reduces to 1 when we doぜt

suppose that f(x) is in C2(I) . 

4. Convergence of approximate sequence by the secant method 

The approximate solution of the secant method is the intersection point of a chord 

joining two points on the curve Y = f(x) and the x-axis. The recurrence formula of the 
secant method is concerned with the neighbouring 3 points and is defined by 

f(xn+l) 
(対) Xn+2ニ Xn+1一 (Xn+l -xn)， n = 0，1うえ・・・

f(xn+l) -f(xn) 

The speed of convergence of approximate sequence obtained by the secant method is 
slower than that ofthe Newton method. The following theorem corresponding to Theorem 

A is well known. 
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Theorem B. Let 1 be αclosed interval contαzmngαsob.出oηα off(x) = 0 in its 
interior. Suppose that f(x) is in C2(1)αηd that f(x)チo0η 1. 

Then there existsαsωintervαl l' of 1 such that theαpproxzmαte sequeηce {xn} defined 
by recur問 ηceformulα(対 )converges toαforαηy Xo and X1 in 1'. Further， tJ昨 eexists 
αcoηstαηt C satisfying 

IXn+2 α1 ::; Clxn+1一 αIIXn一 α1 for Vn三0

For the function f (x) in C1 but necessarily in C2
ヲwecan prove the followin 

Theorem 2. Let αbe αtrue solution of f(x) = 0 and 1 be αclosed interval contαzmηg 
αtη its interior. Suppose that f (x) is in C1 (1)αnd that f'(x)チo0η 1. 

Then there existsαsubintervαl 1 of 1 such thαt the αpproximate sequence obtαined by 
the secαnt method converges toαforαny starting points Xoαηd X1 in 1 . 

Proof. By the recurrence formula (対)and by the mean value theorem， there exist c 
and ηin 1 such that 

2一 α=X1一 α-p X1 -X~ __ ¥ f(xI) 
(X1) -f(xo) 

= X1ー α-p/Z!-て1、(1(X1)-f(α)) 

二 X1 一αZ1- X~J'(η)(X1一 α)
f'(C)(X1 -X心

(， f(η)¥ 
二 (X1一 α)! 1一一一 l

¥ - f'(と))

we remark that f(α) = 0 and that f(x)チoon 1 . 

Therefore we have 
If'(ご)-1'(η) 1 

IX2一 α1= IX1一α||!
1 f'(ご) 1 

The assumption f(x) in C1(1) asserts tha七1'(x)is uniformly continuouson 1 ， Put 

d = min託 I11'(x)1 > 0 . 
Then there exists， for Vkε(0，1) ， a number d> 0 satisfying 

If'(Y1) -!'(Y2) 1 < kd， VYi E [α -d，α+ d] 

The interval 1 = [α-dぅα+d] is just the suitable ext叩tof the starting points Xo and 
X1 ' Choosing d su自cientlysmall， we may assume that 1 is contained in 1 . 

If Xo and X1 are in 1 ，とandηare in 1 ， we have 

If'(と))-1'(η) 1 

IX2一 α | = | ||Z1一 α1< 'V，~ IX1 -α|三kd< d， 
1 f'(ご) 1 

and hence . X2 is in 1 . 
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Repeating this procedure， we can prove that {xn}た1ε 1and further we obtain 

IXn一αI< kn-1d. 

The number k satisfying 0 < k < 1ぅ wehave limn→∞ Xn =α. 

This complete the proof. 

Remark. (1) We obtained Theorem 2 for a function j(x) in C1 not necessarily in 
C2 . 

(2) We can not also determine explicitely the subinterval 1 of 1 . 

(3) The order of covergence of approximate sequence {xn}た1deduces to 1 when we 

su ppose that j (x) is in C1 and hence the speed of the convergence becomes slower than 
that of the approximate sequence in Theorem B . 
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